A 50 Year comparison of ambient ocean noise near San Clemente Island: A bathymetrically complex coastal region off Southern California
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Repeated ocean ambient noise measurements at a shallow water (110 m) site near San Clemente Island reveal little increase in noise levels in the absence of local ships. Navy reports document ambient noise levels at this site in 1958–1959 and 1963–1964 and a seafloor recorder documents noise during 2005–2006. When noise from local ships was excluded from the 2005–2006 recordings, median sound levels were essentially the same as were observed in 1958 and 1963. Local ship noise, however, was present in 31% of the recordings in 1963 but was present in 89% of the recordings in 2005–2006. Median levels including local ships are 6–9 dB higher than median levels chosen from times when local ship noise was absent. Biological sounds and the sound of wind driven waves controlled ambient noise levels in the absence of local ships. The median noise levels at this site are low for an open water site due to the poor acoustic propagation and low average wind speeds. The quiet nature of this site in the absence of local ships allows correlation of wind speed to wave noise across the 10–220 Hz spectral band of this study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

The noise environment of the ocean is an important aspect of habitat for marine mammals and other organisms, and introduction of human-generated sounds may result in auditory, physiological, or behavioral impacts (National Research Council, 2003 and 2005). Rising levels of ocean noise may negatively impact marine mammals by interfering with their ability to detect sounds, whether these are calls of members of their own species, echoes from prey, or natural sounds that aid in navigation or foraging. Noise may cause generalized stress and affect developmental, reproductive, or immune functions. Noise may exclude animals from areas of critical habitat. Long-term noise measurements in diverse marine environments help to document past changes in noise levels as well as to provide a baseline for future changes. Documenting changes in ocean noise, therefore, is important in understanding the state of the marine environment.

In the deep-water portion of the North Pacific, beyond the continental margins, there has been a steady rise in low frequency ambient noise levels, which is attributed to distant ship traffic corresponding primarily to the increasing propulsion power of the largest commercial ships (Ross, 1993; Andrew et al., 2002; McDonald et al., 2006). It is important to understand whether distant ship traffic also affects ambient noise levels on the continental shelf, an area of critical marine habitat. To study this question changes in ambient noise levels were examined in the relatively shallow coastal waters off Southern California. Shallow water ambient noise studies were conducted at a site west of San Clemente Island in 1958–1960 (Wenz, 1964) and in 1963 (Wenz et al., 1965). The same site was reoccupied in 2005–2006 with a seafloor acoustic recording package (Wiggins, 2003). The earlier study results were compared to the recent results and re-examined in light of current understanding of wind dependent noise, shipping traffic, and biological sound sources.

To understand geographic differences in low frequency shallow water ambient noise levels the contributions of distant and local noise sources must be teased apart as well as differences in seafloor reverberation and acoustic propagation at each measurement site. The primary distant noise source is ship traffic and the primary local noise source is wind driven surface waves. Differences of greater than 10 dB in ambient noise levels under similar wind conditions at different shallow water sites have been attributed to differences in ocean bottom properties, water depths, and sound speed profiles (Ingenito and Wolf, 1989). Vertical hydrophone arrays have been used to separate ship traffic and other distant noise from wind-wave noise (Kuperman and Ferla, 1985; Kewley et al., 1990; Chapman and Cornish, 1993) and to estimate wave source level which can then be used to model omnidirectional noise spectrum levels for given sound speed profiles and seafloor properties. While it should be possible to model the propagation of distant deep-water ship traffic noise onto the continental margins, the approach taken...
here is to look for any shallow water noise increase at the study site which could be caused by the approximately 15 dB deep-water noise increase over the study time period (McDonald et al., 2006).

B. Study setting

The site for this study is located in the continental borderland region offshore Southern California, along the western flank of San Clemente Island (Fig. 1). The Southern California continental borderland is not a typical continental margin in that the bathymetry is complex and alternates between relatively deep troughs (greater than 1 km) and shallow banks. The distance between the mainland-shore and the oceanic-crustal margin, where full ocean depths (>4000 m) occur, is more than 100 miles for this region. A zone of extended continental crust creates a broad shelf, with alternating banks and troughs created by normal faulting.

The region being studied is important with respect to marine mammals, shipping, and military operations. The study site (Figs. 1 and 2) was chosen because ambient noise was previously characterized at this site. The study site is adjacent to a Navy sonar test range; thus local ship traffic in this region is not necessarily typical of a random sampling off Southern California, as commercial ships may be excluded from the range at times of active naval operations and more Navy ships are expected to operate near this site than at other sites in this region.

II. METHODS


During 1958–1959 a shore connected cabled hydrophone was deployed near Eel Point, on the western flank of San Clemente Island. The hydrophone was located several meters above the seafloor in 110 m of water over a relatively flat sandy bottom (Wenz, 1964; Wenz et al., 1965). Rockfish and flatfish were observed in seafloor photos taken during the deployment. The location of the hydrophone deployment was determined using bearing angles from the island. The 1958–1959 hydrophone location is estimated to be 32°55.45′ N 118°34.65′ W. A recording anemometer was located onshore approximately 2 miles (3.7 km) from the study site.

During the 1958–1959 time period, four data sets were collected with saved noise spectra being chosen to avoid interference from local ship noise. The data windows were 30 June–31 July (525 spectra), 8 September–19 October (658 spectra), 17 November–22 December (515 spectra), and 3 March–21 May (580 spectra). The first three data groups were analyzed using six one-third octave band filters, where the band level was chosen visually from a strip chart recorder, to avoid transient noises and ship noise. Each spectra sample averaged over 165 s and represented a sample from a different hour. The March–May 1959 data set was analyzed with a more complex system allowing for more one-third octave band levels, the details of which are described by Wenz (1964), but the goal was to have similar data for comparison.

The 1963–1964 data were collected with a different hydrophone system, again deployed near Eel Point, with an estimated location of 32°55.37′ N 118°34.20′ W. The hydrophone was approximately 2 m above the seafloor and an onshore anemometer was again recorded. Several methods, including magnetic tape were used to collect data during this period, but the data used for spectrum comparison were collected with one-third octave filters and strip chart recorders, again discriminating against local ships by eye (Wenz et al., 1965). The magnetic tape records were further analyzed, particularly with regard to blue whale songs (20 Hz longs), although these sounds were not recognized as being from blue whales at that time (Thompson, 1965).

B. Autonomous seafloor recorder, 2005–2006

Recordings were made with an autonomous recording package (ARP) of the same design as that described by Wiggins (2003), and used in previous ambient noise studies (McDonald et al., 2006). Continuous acoustic recordings were collected from 16 August 2005 to 9 February 2006 (179 days) at a sampling rate of 500 Hz. The recorder was deployed at 32°55.768′ N, 118°34.777′ W in a water depth of 110 m, with the hydrophone suspended 10 m above the seafloor. Review of the data revealed no evidence of instrumental problems throughout the recording period. When this same instrument design has been deployed in high current
areas, flow noise and cable strum can be recognized by significant energy below 10 Hz, but during this deployment there was no evidence of current induced flow noise. Wind data relevant to the study site were obtained from the naval air station on San Clemente Island, 10.3 km to the north of the study site.

C. Calibration

Calibration of a similar seafloor acoustic recording package was conducted using reference hydrophones at the U.S. Navy’s Transducer Evaluation Center facility in San Diego (TRANSDEC) to verify the theoretical calibration which was based on nominal component specifications. Calibration was conducted from 10 to 250 Hz. Differences between the actual instrument used for measurements at the Eel Point site and the one tested at TRANSDEC are expected to be less than 1 dB, due to slight differences in hydrophone sensitivity and circuitry.

The calibration testing showed the theoretical response of the instrument to be within about 1 dB of the measured response. The seafloor recorder is not expected to have a meaningful response below 2 Hz and absolute calibration is questionable below 10 Hz. The high frequency rolloff of the recorder used begins at 220 Hz and provides -36 dB/octave of protection from aliasing. The noise floor of the instrument is calculated to be near the lowest values observed in this study. Because of possible differences in the antialias filtering between instruments, these data are plotted only to 220 Hz, the start of the antialiasing rolloff.

D. Spectral averaging

The analysis of Wenz (1964) used either 165 or 200 s of data for each spectral average. Wenz (1964) used only three averages per hour, presumably because of data processing limitations, while the 2005–2006 recordings were analyzed using continuous data with no overlap between 200 s spectral averages, processed with a Hann window. The 2005–2006 spectra were calculated as 1 Hz bins, which is a standard procedure for noise spectra, providing more detailed information than one-third octave bands to help identify sound sources. The 2005–2006 spectrum which includes local shipping noise is an average computed continuously over all data from the 179 day deployment using a 200 s average for a total of 62 504 spectra.

To estimate noise levels when local ship noise is not apparent in the data, time intervals of 30 min each were chosen, as near as possible to sunrise, local noon, sunset, and local midnight for each day. When a 30 min time interval free of ship noise was not available a lesser interval of not less than 10 min was used. Sometimes there were no intervals of 10 min or more free of ship noise for as long as several days. The presence of ship noise was determined by examining spectrogram views of the data with 1 Hz spectral bins for either strong tonals associated with ships or for strong cavitation noise. In total, 319 spectra free of local ship noise, averaging near 30 min each in duration, were chosen in this manner.

III. RESULTS

The 2005–2006 pressure spectra that include local ship noise reveal average noise levels to be about 70 dB re 1 $\mu$Pa$^2$/Hz at 20 Hz, decreasing to about 58 dB re 1$\mu$Pa$^2$/Hz at 200 Hz (Fig. 3). Spectral level cumulative distributions for 2005–2006 are long tailed for higher values, with the ambient noise cumulative 99 percentile about 20 dB above the mean, whereas the 1 percentile is about 10 dB below the mean (Fig. 3). Since Wenz (1964, 1965) did not report 1958 or 1963 spectral levels in the presence of ships, a direct comparison with 2005–2006 spectra including local ship noise is not possible.

Pressure spectrum average levels excluding local ships in 2005–2006 are as much as 10 dB lower than the long-term average including ships (Fig. 4). The differences between

![FIG. 3. The 2005–2006 pressure spectrum level distribution at the San Clemente site including local shipping. A total of 62 504 spectra, each 200 s in duration, spanning 179 days was used.](image)

![FIG. 4. The 2005–2006 pressure spectrum levels at the San Clemente site excluding local shipping are compared to the spectrum levels from representative one-third octave averages of November-December 1958 and 1963 at 0800 h for the same site with local ship noise excluded and the 2005-2006 mean values with ships included. The horizontal bars on the 1958 and 1963 values indicate the frequency ranges of the one-third octave bands used to compute the values.](image)
noise levels with and without ships are slightly larger at 10–80 Hz (8–10 dB) than for frequencies >100 Hz (5–6 dB). The median and mean spectral levels excluding local ships are essentially the same, as illustrated by the heavy dashed line and heavy solid lines in Fig. 4. The ambient spectrum cumulative 1 percentile distribution without local ship noise (dotted line in Fig. 4) is 3–5 dB below the mean, with levels of 54 dB re 1 μPa²/Hz at 20 Hz, decreasing to about 48 dB re 1 μPa²/Hz at 100 Hz.

Ambient pressure spectral levels excluding local ship noise were effectively the same in 1958, 1963, and 2005–2006 (see points in Fig. 4). Data from 1958 and 1963 differ from the 2005–2006 data by less than 5 dB, with equal numbers of the early data points below and above the recent data in noise level. Note that it was necessary to selectively choose 1958 and 1963 data that were not biased upward in noise level due to high winds or high biological noise. The 1958 data were chosen to avoid unusually high winds and the 1963 data were chosen from a time of day that did not contain high levels of fish chorusing.

Both early and recent data sets show mean pressure spectral levels dominated by the calls of fin and blue whales over the 15–30 Hz band (McDonald et al., 1995). When ships are present, blue and fin whale calls rise about 5 dB above the background noise (see peaks at 15–22 and 48 Hz in the top curve in Fig. 4). When ships are absent, these blue and fin whale call levels are 10 dB above the background noise (bold curve in Fig. 4). Note that in absolute terms, the blue and fin whale spectral peaks are about 5 dB lower when ships are absent, suggesting a responsive change in blue and fin whale source levels in the presence of ship noise.

If one excludes the fin and blue whale calls, the average noise level in 2005–2006, in the absence of ships, slopes from about 60 dB re 1 μPa²/Hz at 10 Hz to about 53 dB re 1 μPa²/Hz at 70 Hz. In the 70–220 Hz range the noise level is about 52.5 dB re 1 μPa²/Hz. Note that noise peaks near 60, 120, and 180 Hz may be related to seafloor electrical power cables and are not thought to be components of the ambient noise field.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Shipping noise

Comparisons between 1963 and 2005–2006 at the study site suggest that it has experienced increased exposure to local shipping noise. The analysis by Thompson (1965) of eight days of data from July 1963 at this site reports that 31% of the recordings contained ship propulsion sounds. A ship noise analysis of the 179 days of recordings from 2005–2006 was conducted by examining 200 random times, chosen with a random number generator, from throughout the recording interval. Significant local ship noise was present in 89% of the samples to a degree such that these samples could not be used for the local-ship-excluded noise average. The nearby location of the Navy test range to the west of San Clemente Island may contribute local ship noise. This site is not directly on a commercial shipping transit lane and is shielded from ships near Long Beach/Los Angeles and San Diego by the presence of Santa Catalina and San Clemente Islands. However, ships transiting from Long Beach to the southwest (e.g., to Hawaii or Australia) pass nearby this site to the north. Likewise, some local ship traffic may result from fishing activity in this area.

The local-ship-included noise levels are presented in Fig. 3 for comparison to other locations and to this same location in the future. Unfortunately, Thompson (1965) did not present a local-ship-included noise average for comparison. Omnidirectional noise levels at a site 7 nautical miles west of San Diego are reported to be 72 dB re 1 μPa²/Hz at 62 Hz when local ship noise is included (Heitmeyer et al., 2004). The local shipping included noise level at the site of this study is 64 dB re 1 μPa²/Hz at 62 Hz (Fig. 3), suggesting greater local ship noise influence near the port of San Diego.

Deep-water ambient noise levels are generally more predictable than coastal ambient noise levels because distant shipping noise typically dominates deep-water noise levels. Shallow water noise levels are highly variable primarily because of differences in local acoustic propagation and seafloor absorption characteristics. The results of this study suggest that distant shipping traffic does not provide a significant contribution to ambient noise at the study site, leaving wind noise, biological noise, and local shipping to determine noise levels.

At many shallow water coastal sites, where acoustic propagation is more efficient over long ranges than at this site, distant shipping provides the major contribution to ambient noise. Many coastal sites show mean spectrum levels at 50 Hz which are 15–20 dB higher than the San Clemente Island site after exclusion of obvious local shipping noise, examples being from the Norwegian Sea (Walkinshaw, 1966), Eastern Canada (Zakarauskas et al., 1990), and the Mediterranean (Kuperman and Ferla, 1985). Even higher levels have been measured in the North Sea and Baltic Sea (Wille and Geyer, 1984). This difference can be attributed to a relatively constant depth flat seafloor allowing for much better propagation of distant shipping noise at these other sites when compared with the irregular bathymetry of the California continental borderlands. A study by Piggott (1964) off Eastern Canada found relatively low noise levels, although still higher than those recorded at the San Clemente Island site. Piggott’s (1964) relatively low spectrum levels have been attributed to poor acoustic propagation near his study site (Zakarauskas et al., 1990).

Sites in the Arafura and Timor Sea (Cato, 1976) are the only published results that have ambient noise levels as low as those found in this study. The San Clemente site is also quiet when compared to North Pacific measurements near the axis of the deep sound channel (Wenz, 1969; Andrew et al., 2002; McDonald et al., 2006). Even including the noise from local ships, which are present 89% of the time at the study site, the mean noise levels at this study site are relatively low when compared to most other shallow water sites worldwide.
B. Biological sounds

The strongest seasonal variations in noise at the San Clemente site are due to blue and fin whale calling which appears as a broad spectral peak near 20 Hz (Fig. 5), most prominently in the fall (Thompson, 1965, Burtenshaw et al., 2004). Blue whales are normally present in this region only from June through January, while fin whales are present year-round (Oleson et al., 2007a). The 20 Hz spectral peak results from patterned song calls of blue whales, which increase in occurrence during the fall (Oleson et al., 2007b).

The 2005–2006 study period (179 days) coincided with the seasonal occurrence of blue whale song in this region (Burtenshaw et al., 2004), as did the data from 1958 and 1963 (plotted in Fig. 4). The blue whale population off California has been increasing (Calambokidis and Barlow, 2004) though the blue whale song spectrum levels at this site appear more or less the same in 1958, 1963, and 2005–2006. Blue whale singing appears to increase at nighttime [Fig. 5(a)], based on the spectrum level at 48 Hz, the frequency midpoint of the third harmonic of the blue whale song during 2005–2006 (Oleson et al., 2007b). Subtle diel variations, due to peaks in blue whale calling near sunrise and sunset, may be present in these data (Thompson, 1965; Wiggins et al., 2005). Less prominent blue whale sounds include D calls (counter calling), which are occasionally significant in terms of average spectral levels.

The two dominant sounds produced by fin whales in this region include irregularly spaced pulses of about 0.8 s duration [Fig. 5(b)], which are sometimes used as countercalls between traveling fin whales (McDonald et al., 1995; McDonald and Fox, 1999) and similar pulses used in patterned calls [Fig. 5(c)], often with bimodal temporal spacing (Thompson et al., 1992), produced only by males (Croll et al., 2002). These temporally patterned calls are referred to as song and have a stereotypical character. At this site, the fin whale call type changed from predominantly irregular countercalls to dominantly song type calls about the second week of December. No diel pattern was discerned with these data for either the countercall type or the song type calls.

The studies of Wenz (1964), Wenz et al. (1965), and Thompson (1965) found at least three different sounds known to be produced by fishes, which at given times and seasons set the ambient noise levels within a frequency band near 150–200 Hz. The 1958 fish sounds differed in frequency and seasonality from the 1963 sounds, suggesting that different species were present. The 2005–2006 data contained only one obvious fish sound [Fig. 5(d)], this showing a strong diel pattern. When a single day of data free of local ship noise is examined the diel pattern is commonly stronger than the mean for all (319) spectral averages as in Fig. 5(d). The diel pattern is asymmetrical within the night, the greatest chorusing occurring shortly after sunset, suggesting a crep-
The relatively low ambient noise levels that occur at the study site when local shipping noise is absent allow correlation of ambient noise levels to wind speed across the entire 10–220 Hz band considered in this study. The average and median wind speed during the study period was 7 kn, with the highest sustained wind speed being 22 kn. Periods with low biological and ship noise were selected to compute hourly averaged spectra as wind speed changed, particularly selecting for intervals with high wind speeds (Fig. 6). These data suggest a minimum surface wind noise at 100–150 Hz, with about a 6 dB/octave increase in noise level at lower frequencies, and a 1–2 dB/octave increase in noise level at higher frequencies. The correlations in Fig. 6 show notably lower spectral levels than Ross (1976) or Urick (1983). The wind speed noise correlations of Ross (1976) and Urick (1983) peak near 250 Hz and decrease down to where the curves end near 100 Hz (Urick, 1983) or 30 Hz (Ross, 1976). The increase in noise level at the highest frequencies of Fig. 6 corresponds in shape to the plots in Ross (1976) and Urick (1983), but is lower in absolute spectral level.

The 10 km separation between the wind and the ambient noise recording sites for this study may result in some error, although the high winds in this region typically come from the west, with no sheltering effect from the island at this site. While propagation conditions and seafloor absorption characteristics are important to such wind-noise correlations, the data in Fig. 6 are likely better for estimating wind related noise levels in similar water depths in California coastal waters than the deep-water correlations of Ross (1976) or the more generalized correlations of Urick (1983).

Studies of wind noise using vertical hydrophone arrays to separate ship traffic and other distant noise from wind-wave noise (Kewley et al., 1990; Chapman and Cornish, 1993) have estimated source level as opposed to omnidirectional noise spectrum levels versus frequency. The conversion from source level to omnidirectional spectrum level assumes a frequency dependent bottom reflection loss (Burgess and Kewley, 1983). If seafloor reflection loss is large, the conversion is approximately 7 dB, if seafloor reflection loss is 4 dB the conversion is 8.5 dB and for a 2 dB loss the conversion factor is 13.5 dB. The source level at 100 Hz from Kewley et al. (1990) and Chapman and Cornish (1993) is 50 dB for a 10 kn wind, predicting a noise level not less than 58 dB at 100 Hz, which is about 8 dB higher than that seen in Fig. 6. This discrepancy might be explained by leakage of near horizontally propagating distant noise into the vertically beamformed noise measurements or it might be that deep-water waves are different than those at this site.

Wenz (1964) plotted wind speed versus spectrum level, but he found as much as 10 dB of unexplained discrepancy in the wind speed to spectrum level correlations from one data set to the next, perhaps due to noise from nonwind related sources, which caused a coincidental correlation in his small data set. Wenz (1964) did not have the technology to readily examine his data in modern spectrogram form to help identify known noise sources.

C. Wind driven surface wave noise

The relatively low ambient noise levels that occur at the study site when local shipping noise is absent allow correlation of ambient noise levels to wind speed across the entire 10–220 Hz band considered in this study. The average and median wind speed during the study period was 7 kn, with the highest sustained wind speed being 22 kn. Periods with low biological and ship noise were selected to compute hourly averaged spectra as wind speed changed, particularly selecting for intervals with high wind speeds (Fig. 6). These data suggest a minimum surface wind noise at 100–150 Hz, with about a 6 dB/octave increase in noise level at lower frequencies, and a 1–2 dB/octave increase in noise level at higher frequencies. The correlations in Fig. 6 show notably lower spectral levels than Ross (1976) or Urick (1983). The wind speed noise correlations of Ross (1976) and Urick (1983) peak near 250 Hz and decrease down to where the curves end near 100 Hz (Urick, 1983) or 30 Hz (Ross, 1976). The increase in noise level at the highest frequencies of Fig. 6 corresponds in shape to the plots in Ross (1976) and Urick (1983), but is lower in absolute spectral level.

The 10 km separation between the wind and the ambient noise recording sites for this study may result in some error, although the high winds in this region typically come from the west, with no sheltering effect from the island at this site. While propagation conditions and seafloor absorption characteristics are important to such wind-noise correlations, the data in Fig. 6 are likely better for estimating wind related noise levels in similar water depths in California coastal waters than the deep-water correlations of Ross (1976) or the more generalized correlations of Urick (1983).

Studies of wind noise using vertical hydrophone arrays to separate ship traffic and other distant noise from wind-wave noise (Kewley et al., 1990; Chapman and Cornish, 1993) have estimated source level as opposed to omnidirectional noise spectrum levels versus frequency. The conversion from source level to omnidirectional spectrum level assumes a frequency dependent bottom reflection loss (Burgess and Kewley, 1983). If seafloor reflection loss is large, the conversion is approximately 7 dB, if seafloor reflection loss is 4 dB the conversion is 8.5 dB and for a 2 dB loss the conversion factor is 13.5 dB. The source level at 100 Hz from Kewley et al. (1990) and Chapman and Cornish (1993) is 50 dB for a 10 kn wind, predicting a noise level not less than 58 dB at 100 Hz, which is about 8 dB higher than that seen in Fig. 6. This discrepancy might be explained by leakage of near horizontally propagating distant noise into the vertically beamformed noise measurements or it might be that deep-water waves are different than those at this site.

Wenz (1964) plotted wind speed versus spectrum level, but he found as much as 10 dB of unexplained discrepancy in the wind speed to spectrum level correlations from one data set to the next, perhaps due to noise from nonwind related sources, which caused a coincidental correlation in his small data set. Wenz (1964) did not have the technology to readily examine his data in modern spectrogram form to help identify known noise sources.
with seafloor cables passing near this site, which terminate at San Clemente Island. Above 100 Hz the increased ambient noise seen in Fig. 7 may be due to instrumental self-noise or to the presence of fish chorusing. After removing the biological and other-noise lines, the ambient noise level is 10–15 dB lower than the ambient noise in deep-water offshore of the continental shelf, and as mentioned previously, it has not been increasing over the past 50 years as the deepwater noise levels have.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

New and better metrics for ship noise should be developed to better examine the question of how local ship noise may be affecting marine mammals. Such metrics would ideally integrate hearing perception curves for each species of interest and percentile plots of noise levels at multiple sites using various averaging intervals appropriate to the hearing integration times of the particular species. For the species which use the frequency band of this study (e.g., blue and fin whales), hearing perception curves have not been measured.

The reoccupations of additional early shallow water ambient noise study sites such as those of Piggott (1964) off Eastern Canada, Walkinshaw (1966) in the Norwegian Sea, and Wenz (1961) in the Bering Sea are needed to better judge long-term changes in ambient sound on continental shelves. These earlier studies also often report the percentage of time local shipping noise was apparent in the data allowing for comparison with more recent recordings.
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